New Editions:
Presented by Latitudes
and Jillian Ross Print

Latitudes is an online platform that is
actively involved in promoting the
work of emerging artistic talent from
Africa. As a freely available, online art
marketplace and educational platform,
Latitudes is the first of its kind to take
a lateral and flexible approach to
mediating art on the continent,
according to which independent artists,
curators, galleries and institutions can
experience equitable participation.

Representing:
800 Artists
47 Galleries
30 Studios
Latitudes is the largest online
marketplace for art from Africa.

Jillian Ross Print is a collaborative
print studio working primarily with
South African and Canadian artists,
studios, institutions and galleries to
develop print projects, exhibitions, art
workshops and talks.
Jillian Ross Print is owned and
managed by Jillian Ross and Brendan
Copestake and is based in Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan, Canada.

Ross has been the Master
Printer and Director of the
David Krut Workshop (DKW)
in Johannesburg, South Africa,
for the past 16 years. Her most
notable ongoing collaboration
exists with William Kentridge.
Since 2006, Ross has
collaborated with Kentridge in
creating over 150 editions.

Latitudes Online and
Jillian Ross Print have copublished a set of new fine
art prints by Cinthia Sifa
Mulanga and Puleng
Mongale.

The editions were produced in
collaboration with Steven Dixon at the
University of Alberta in Edmonton,
Canada using photogravure etching and
direct gravure etching. "The beauty of a
successful collaboration is that something
is produced that the individuals would
not have been able to achieve on their
own. In combining their skills, magic
happens." Jillian Ross

Cinthia Sifa
Mulanga
Ne lave pas ton visage, 2021
Direct gravure etching with Kitakata
chine collé, collaged onto Hahnemühle
Natural White, 300gsm paper
image size: 30.5cm x 40.9cm
Paper size. 42.5cm x 53cm
Edition of 25
Pre-publication price: R10,500 ex VAT

Cinthia Sifa Mulanga was born in 1997 in Lubumbashi,
Democratic Republic of Congo. She completed her third year of
training at Artist Proof Studio in 2020, graduating in printmaking
and combining techniques such as intaglio, linocut, and
silkscreening.
"My work explores beauty constructs as well as their psychological
and physical impact on African women. In my work, I create
moments within domestic spaces by using different mediums such
as acrylic with oil paint, charcoal, ink, collage from personal
photographs, newspaper and magazines. Female silhouettes
represent the "perfect woman" perceived by society or the
“absorber” who is influenced by social media.
The moments I create in domestic spaces are dialogues between
perceived beauty standards, and stereotypes, which function to
both challenge and embrace African women."

Puleng
Mongale
Grounded, 2021
Photogravure etching with colour roll on
Surface Gampi chine collé on Hahnemühle
Natural White, 300gsm paper
image size: 32.4cm x 46.5cm
Paper size: 48.5cm x 62.5cm
Edition of 25
Pre-publication price: R10,500 ex VAT

Puleng Mongale (b. 1991) uses her vivid collages as a way to
connect with her Sotho heritage. Having originally studied
communications science and English at the University of South
Africa, as well as pursuing copywriting at Umuzi, a creative hub
based in Jeppestown, she decided to explore the art world more
seriously.
Mongale's artistic expression is mostly influenced by the stories of
the women in her life; women who raised her and women in her
family who she has heard about but never met, such as her late
great-grandmother, after whom she is named. She also draws
inspiration from the black, working-class women she encounters
daily in the city.
Mongale finds that her collage work, through self-portraiture,
allows her to put together pieces of worlds she's never been a part of
and worlds that she's trying to forge right now. Her imagined,
edited landscapes are vivid renderings of a life she yearns for.

Steven Dixon preparing a copper plate for
photogravure, photo taken by Amber
Azcorra-Dahl

Jillian Ross mixing inks in studio,

Preparing the photographic negative
transfering onto teh copper plate.
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“This has been a truly collaborative
project,” says Lucy MacGarry of
Latitudes Online. “And that’s what
Latitudes is about.” For Puleng and
Cinthia, it has allowed them to see
their work in a new light. For Jillian
Ross Print, these opportunities allow
them new discoveries in printmaking.
“It's been playful and hard work and
interesting all at the same time,” says
Ross.

Read about the journey
of collaboration here

Please note that the pre-publication price is only available for a limited time.
Prices exclude shipping, framing (unless specified) and customs duties.
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